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By advocating “the Knowledge-driven Company”, we aim at going beyond the existing type of knowledge
management focusing on combination and reuse of codified knowledge and having knowledge dynamics for
innovations in our organizations.

In order to put out to "the Unknown Sea" of the 21st century, we have been actively involved in
interdisciplinary networking based on mutual trust with people in different fields.  We aim at encouraging
individuals to make innovations, helping them bring about “K” Revolution (the New Work Way and the
Knowledge Work Space Revolution) in the knowledge society, and thus serving the global knowledge
community.

In this context, we are currently establishing the Knowledge Design Cycle A-B-C (comprised of Knowledge
Assessment, Knowledge Benchmarking and Knowledge Community Design).   In order to achieve our goal,
we have formed the KNOW Alliance, a global network of parties sharing the same aspiration.

At the same time, we organized a Knowledge Community among different companies in which the members
can discuss the Japanese-style management in the 21st century and learn from with each other through the
Knowledge Assessment Survey Program.  The Knowledge Community currently networks 10 leading
Japanese companies which are highly evaluated as KM best practice companies with existing knowledge
leaders and whose senior management show strong interest in KM.

This is a new community in which the results of cutting-edge research by the KNOW Alliance are shared and
examined so that they can be put into practice by each member company.  On the other hand, results gained
through practical activities in the community are made available for research to the KNOW Alliance via KDI
Group.  We believe that theory and practice can be integrated in a highly productive way through this
virtuous circle.

The research topics, its method, and the key findings of KM joint research which was conducted for the first
time in Japan will be shared at the High-Level Forum.


